
This LV distribution board has FUN-LV single  

Main equipment comprises: three single phase circuit breakers, a Gateway (RTU), a 

battery pack and a Power Data Bus – Energy Store (PDB-ES).  Neither the batteries 

nor the PDB-ES should need to be touched. 

 

 
 

 CB close-up A Gateway (RTU) 

The CB has a series connected 82mm fuse-link which will operate if the fault current 

is greater than the CB break rating.  Following a fault the CB will attempt a reclose, 

but before the CB closes it tests the feeder to determine whether a fault is still 

present.  If a fault is detected the CB will not close nor re-energise the feeder. 

To operate the CB locally 

Check each CB is in the expected state.  Two voltage LEDs (top and bottom) are 

illuminated indicating both the busbar and the feeder are LIVE and when the CB is 

closed the two green LEDs (midway up) are illuminated. 

Turn the knob on the Gateway anticlockwise into the Local position.  The Remote 

LED will go out and the Local LED will illuminate. 

To open a CB, one at a time, press the open button for five seconds then release. 

The CB will open ten seconds later giving you time to move away from in front of the 

CB.  Check the two LEDs midway have gone out.  Repeat for the other two CBs. 

To close a CB, again one at a time, press the close button for five seconds then 

release. The CB will close (assuming no fault is present) ten seconds later giving you 

time to move away.  Check the two LEDs midway are illuminated.  Repeat for the 

other two CBs. 

Return the Gateway to Remote by turning the knob on the gateway clockwise. 

This LV distribution board has FUN-LV single phase CBs 
installed on an outgoing feeder to allow capacity sharing with another substation. 



To form a point of isolation (POI) 

Open the CB as above. 

Remove the black control cable and the phase coloured PLC cable. 

Slacken the two wedge tightening wingnuts and remove the whole CB from the 

distribution board stalks.  Just removing the series fuse-link does not form a POI. 

Note which CB was connected to each phase.  There is a L1, L2 and L3 indicator. 

Insert a caution cover over each exposed set of distribution board stalks. 

To return to service 

With test lamps check the phases are LIVE and in phase. 

Check the CB is open by measuring the resistance between the two CB contacts. 

Insert the CB on the stalks and tighten the wedge tightening wingnuts making sure 

the correct CB is returned to the phase from where it came. 

Insert the black control cable and the phase coloured PLC cable.  It does not matter 

which black cable is used, but the phase coloured PLC cables must be in the right 

order.  They do only go around one way. 

Wait for the CB to initialise and LEDs to light up.  The Port 1 and correct phase 

indication should match the CB’s position.  Two voltage LEDs (top and bottom) are 

illuminated indicating both the busbar and the feeder are still LIVE. 

Close the CB, one at a time, as described above. 

 

For further information consult EOS 09-0080 LV Remote Control Equipment that can 

be found in the Asset Management section of Alfresco. 

 

Alternatively contact Peter Lang 07875 111863. 


